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RESOLUTION ADOPTED BY RIO GRANDE COMPACT COMMISSION
AT THE ANNUAL MEETING HELD AT EL PASO, TEXAS, FEBRUARY 22-24, 1948, CHANGING
GAGING STATIONS AND MEASUREMENTS OF
DELIVERIES BY NEW MEXICO
RESOLUTION
Whereas, at the Annual Meeting of the Rio Grande Compact Commission in the year
1945, the question was raised as to whether or not a schedule for delivery of water by New Mexico
during the entire year could be worked out, and
Whereas, at said meeting the question was referred to the Engineering Advisers for their
study, recommendations and report, and
Whereas, said Engineering Advisers have met, studied the problems and under date of
February 24, 1947, did submit their Report, which said Report contains the findings of said
Engineering Advisers and their recommendations, and
Whereas, the Compact Commission has examined said Report and finds that the matters
and things therein found and recommended are proper and within the terms of the Rio Grande
Compact, and
Whereas, the Commission has considered said Engineering Advisers’ Report and all
available evidence, information and material and is fully advised:
Now, Therefore, Be it Resolved:
The Commission finds as follows:
(a) That because of change of physical conditions, reliable records of the amount of water
passing San Marcial are no longer obtainable at the stream gaging station at San
Marcial and that the same should be abandoned for Compact purposes.
(b) That the need for concurrent records at San Marcial and San Acacia no longer exists
and that the gaging station at San Acacia should be abandoned for Compact
purposes.
(c)

That it is desirable and necessary that the obligations of New Mexico under the
Compact to deliver water in the months of July, August, September, should be
scheduled.

(d) That the change in gaging stations and substitution of the new measurements as
hereinafter set forth will result in substantially the same results so far as the rights
and obligations to deliver water are concerned, and would have existed if such
substitution of stations and measurements had not been so made.
Be it Further Resolved:
That the following measurements and schedule thereof shall be substituted for the
measurements and schedule thereof as now set forth in Article IV of the Compact:
“The obligation of New Mexico to deliver water in the Rio Grande into Elephant Butte
Reservoir during each calendar year shall be measured by that quantity set forth in
the following tabulation of relationship which corresponds to the quantity at the upper
index station:
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DISCHARGE OF RIO GRANDE AT OTOWI BRIDGE AND ELEPHANT BUTTE EFFECTIVE
SUPPLY
Quantities in thousands of acre-feet
Otowi Index Supply (5)

Elephant Butte Effective Index
Supply (6)

100
200
300
400
500
600
700
800
900
1,000
1,100
1,200
1,300
1,400
1,500
1,600
1,700
1,800
1,900
2,000
2,100
2,200
2,300
2,400
2,500
2,600
2,700
2,800
2,900
3,000

57
114
171
228
286
345
406
471
542
621
707
800
897
996
1,095
1,195
1,295
1,395
1,495
1,595
1,695
1,795
1,895
1,995
2,095
2,195
2,295
2,395
2,495
2,595

Intermediate quantities shall be computed by proportional parts.
(5)

The Otowi Index Supply is the recorded flow of the Rio Grande at the U.S.G.S.
gaging station at Otowi Bridge near San ildefonso (formerly station near Buckman)
during the calendar year, corrected for the operation of reservoirs constructed after
1929 in the drainage basin of the Rio Grande between Lobatos and Otowi Bridge.

(6)

Elephant Butte Effective Index Supply is the recorded flow of the Rio Grande at the
gaging station below Elephant Butte Dam during the calendar year plus the net gain
in storage in Elephant Butte Reservoir during the same year or minus the net loss in
storage in said reservoir, as the case may be.
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The application of this schedule shall be subject to the provisions hereinafter set forth
and appropriate adjustments shall be made for (a) any change in location of gaging
stations; (b) depletion after 1929 in New Mexico of the natural runoff at Otowi
Bridge; and (c) any transmountain diversions into the Rio Grande between
Lobatos and Elephant Butte Reservoir.”
Be it Further Resolved:
That the gaging stations at San Acacia and San Marcial be, and the same are hereby
abandoned for Compact purposes.
Be it Further Resolved:
That this Resolution has been passed unanimously and shall be effective January 1,
1949, if within 120 days from this date the Commissioner for each State shall have
received from the Attorney General of the State represented by him, an opinion
approving this Resolution, and shall have so advised the Chairman of the
Commission, otherwise, to be of no force and effect.
(Note: The following paragraph appears in the Minutes of the Annual Meeting of the
Commission held at Denver, Colorado, February 14-16, 1949.
“The Chairman announced that he had received, pursuant to the Resolution adopted
by the Commission at the Ninth Annual Meeting on February 24, 1948, opinions from
the Attorneys General of Colorado, New Mexico and Texas that the substitution of
stations and measurements of deliveries by New Mexico set forth in said resolution
was within the powers of the Commission”).

